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Thermodynamic Efficiencies Revisited (Upper and Lower-Bounds to
the Efficiency and Coefficient of Performance Based on the 2nd Law of
Thermodynamics)

ABSTRACT
It is the general practice in engineering to use the Carnot efficiency and
Carnot coefficient of performance (COP) as the upper-bounds to
efficiency and COP of cycles, respectively. In the present paper through
the application of the 2nd law of thermodynamics for irreversible process
it is shown that: i). The Carnot efficiency and COP are not necessarily
close upper-bounds to the real efficiency and COP. ii). The 2nd law of
thermodynamics generally gives us efficiency and COP upper-bound
relations, which are closer to the real efficiency and COP than the Carnot
relations. iii). The new efficiency and COP upper-bound relations are in
rather simple algebraic forms which can be utilized for energy efficiency
analysis of processes. It is also shown that we are now able to produce
lower-bounds to efficiency and COP of processes through the use of the
2nd law of thermodynamics. The resulting upper- and lower-bounds to
efficiency and COP allow us to analyze a process more precisely than the
mere use of the Carnot efficiency and COP relations.
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INTRODUCTION

In the analysis of thermodynamic power systems and cooling cycles it has

been the general practice to use the ideal Carnot efficiency and Carnot co

efficient of performance (COP), respectively. However, due to the ideal

nature of Carnot Cycle the resulting efficiency and COP relations provide

us only with the upper bounds to the real efficiency and COP which, in most

cases, are the highest upper bounds.· However, through the application of the

second law of th�rmodynamics for irreversible processes it is possible to
derive both upper and lower-bounds to efficiency and COP of thermodynamic

systems.

The upper-bounds derived in this case will be lower upper-bounds than

the Carnot Cycle values. Derivation of both upper and lower bounds to ef

ficiency and COP will allow us to acquire a better unrlerstanding about the real
performance of a thermodynamic system.

According to thermodynamics of flow processes for an open system with.

incoming and outgoing flows the first law of thermodynamics can be written in
the following form
•

dE

'

•

dt - Win - Q in +o5t (e + Pv)M - fn (e + pv)M

=

O

( l)

dE
is the rate of energy accumulation in the system, Win. is
In this equation dt
the rate of work added to the system, Qin is the rate of heat added to the

system, P is the pressure, v is the specifit volume and e is the energy per

unit mass of the incoming or outgoing flows. The second law of thermodynamics

of a flow process takes the following form for an open system
•

Ps

=

dS - r _Q_ + r sM - r sM
in Te out
in

dt

(3)
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In this relation Ps is the rate of production of entropy,�� is the entropy
accumulation rate in the system, s is the entropy per unit mass of the in
coming or outgoing flows, and Te is the temperature of the external heat

source or sink.

THERMODYNAMIC POWER CYCLES:
For a thermodynamic power cycle, Fig. l, considering to be in the steady
state and steady flow conditions, application of the second law for the boiler
produces the following inequality.for QB
QB � TH M ( sl - s 2)

(3)

Application of the second law for the condenser gives us

( 4)

As a result of the above two inequalities, we �et
(5)

Considering that the efficiency of the cycle is
n

=

( 6)

l

we conclude from inequality (5) the following upper limit for efficiency;
(7)

(4)
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The upper limit of efficiency as it is shown by Eq. (7) is lower than the
Carnot efficiency, i.e.

( 8)

This is because (s4 - s3) �(s1 - s2) and the fact that the Carnot efficiency
depends only on the temperatures of the heat source and heat sink and it is
independent of the working fluid characteristics. While the upper limit
shown by Eq. (7) is dependent on the properties of the working fluid in ad
dition to the temperatures of the heat source and heat sink.
In order to derive a lower limit to the efficiency, we use the first
law for the turbine which gives us
(9)

From relations (3) and (9) we conclude

( 10)

The left-hand side of (10) provides us with the lower limit to the efficiency
of the cycle. However the theoretical efficiency of the cycle can be cal
culated from the first law as
( 11)

(5)
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Knowing that the actual efficiency of the cycle is even less than Eq. (11)
we will have the following upper and lower limits to the actual efficiency
of the cycle.

The above inequalities can be used to calculate the upper and lower limits to
the efficiency of the cycle.
THERMODYNAMIC COOLING CYCLES:
There exist two different cooling cycles in thermodynamics. One is the
Rankine cooling cycle which, in principle,· is the reverse of the thermodynamic
power cycles.

The other kind of thermodynamic cooling cycle is the absorption

refrigeration cycle.
RANKINE COOLING CYCLES: .. F-Or a Rankine Cooling Cycle., 'Fig. 2, considering to
be in the.steady state and steady fl.ow .conditions, application of the second
law for the evaporator (refrigerator) and the condenser produces the following
inequalities:

.

QE

,<

.

Tc M (s4 - s3)

and

( 13)
( 14)

Considerin. g that the coefficient of performance (COP) of the cycle is defined

as

. ( 15)

(6)
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and knowing that from Eq. 's (13) and (14)
(16)

we get the following upper limit for COP
T

COP\

To (s1 \s4 The upper limit of COP as
T

T

o

( 17)

s2 ) : T
c
S3

it is shown by (17) is lower than the Carnot COP, i.e.

(51-'------ s;) -T
s4 - s3

c;

c

<

TO

T

-\

(18)

This is because (s1-s2) )( s4 - s3) and the fact that the Carnot COP depends
only, on the temperatures of the heat source and heat sink and it is independent
of the working fluid characteristics.

In order to derive a lower limit to the efficiency, we use the first law

for the compres$or whith gives

.

.

WC = M (:hl - h4)
we also know that

(19)

.

.

= QE + We

(20)

By dividing (20)by (19) we get·
(21)

The left-hand side of (21) provides us with the lower limit to the COP of the

cycle.

The theoretical COP of the cycle can be calculated from the first law

(7)
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as
COP

=

(h4 - h)
(h l _ h 4 )

(22)

Knowing that the actual COP is even less than Eq. (22) we will have the
following upper and lower limits to the actual COP of the cycle ..
(23)

The above inequalities can be used to calculate the upper and lower limits
to the COP of a Rankine Cooling Cycle.
ABSORPTION COOLING CYCLES (2):

The COP of an absorption cycle,Fig. 3, is

defined as the ratio of the cooling effect by the evaporator and the heat
input to the generator.
(24)

According to the first law of thermodjnami�s the following balance equation
exists for the whole cycle.
(25)

According to the second law of thermodynamics the following relation can be
written for the cycle.
Qi /. O

}:; Ti 'or

(26)

(8)
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By assuming W, the work input to the liquid pump, negligiblP. as compared to
p
the other terms in Eq. (25) and joining the resulting relation with (26)we
get
( 27)

Now, by consideration of the definition of COP, Eq. (24), the above inequality
can be rearranged to the following form
/ Tc'"'" /' H - To
COP�
fH \To - Tc)

(28)

This upper limit to COP is identical with the Carnot Cycle COP. According
to the first law of thermodynamics for flow systems the following relations
exist between the heat and work transfer rates and the properties of the
working fluids in a steady state, steady tlow condition:

. .
.
. .
h
p h6
h
)
M
(M
M
M
QG = t 1 + p - t 7
. .
Qc = Mt (hl - h2),
. .
Q E = M t (h4 - h 3)··;
.
. .
. .

QA

=

Mt h4 + (Mp - Mt) h8 - Mp h5

,

(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)

.

In the above equations Mt is the mass flow rate of refrigerant passing through
the throttling valve (I ) and Mp is the mass flow rate of the solution passing
· through the liquid pump.

(9)
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The following relation exists between Mt and M
P

. .

Mt/Mp

(XA - XG)/( l - XG)

=

( 34)

where XA is mass fraction of the refrigerant in the strong liquid phase coming
out of absorber and XG is for the liquid phase coming out of the generator.
In deriving this equation it is assumed the vapor which is coming out of the

generator is the pure refrigerant.

The following relations also exist for the isenthalpic expansion valves

in the cycle

)
(35

.

by assuming W the power input to the liquid pump, negligible the following
P
relation will be also derived
h6

(36)

= h5

Based on the above equations the COP of the cycle can be defined with respect

to flow properties by the following relation
(-COP'L eye 1 e =

;::;
M
I

(_hl - h7 }- + (X1 A .:. - XGX ). ( h7 - h 5)
G

I

(37)

QG
According to the second 1 a.w of thermodynamics for open _syste_ms the .

following relations also exist between the heat transfer rates and the pro

perties of the working fluids in a steady-statE;? absorption cycle:

.

JGGJ < TH {Mt ( s1 - s7 ) + MP (s .7 - s6)

}

I I
JQE I < TC M (s - s3)
.
JQA I ;To {t\ (.s4 - s8) + r\ (.s8 - s5)}

JQc

T? Mt ( s1 - s2)
t

4

(10)

(3 8 )

( 39 )
(40)

( 41)
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In the above relations the equality sign is for the reversible case and the

inequality sign is for the irreversible case.

By joining eqns. (38) and

(40), we get

Also, by joining eqns. (39) and (41) we get
+
IQcl IQl\l.�r\ {To (s1 - s2)

+

To (s4 - s8 )}

+

r\ To (s8 - s5)

(43)

Again, by assuming that W is negligible as compal"ed to the other terms in eqn.
p

(25) we can write

.

IQG I

+

.

.

IQE I =· 1oc1

+

From eqns. (4�- (44) we conclude that

.

iOAI

(44}

·

Mt {ro (s1 - s2) + To (s4 - s8)} + Mp To (s8 - s5)( IQGI +IQEI

(45)

< ,:1t {TH (sl - s7) + Tc (s4 : s3 )} + Mp TH (s7 -: s6 ) •
By dividing relation (45) byiQGjand consideration of the definition of (COP)

cycle as given by eqn. (24) we get the following relation
LL � (COP\ycle < UL
where the lower limit. LL, is in the.following form

(Mt/Mp) {T() (s1 - s 2) + TO (s4 - sg1) } + TO ( s8 - s5) . .
=
-�----------�----- - l
LL
{�t/A ) _ (h 1 - h7) + (h7 - h5)
P
and the upper limit, UL, is in the,fo}1owi�g form

(46)

'

(47)

(�t/� ) {TH (s 1 - s7) + Tc (s4 _ s3) + TH (s7 - s6)
UL= -�--'-----'--------'------'-----'--- l . (48)
(� t/Mp) {h, - h7) + (h7 - h5)

(11)
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Relations (46)-(48) can be used to calculate the upper and lower limits of
the (COP) cycle at different working conditions.

This means that the (COP)

cycle will not go out of the bounds specified by eqn. (46).

However it

should be pointed out that the actual COP of the cycle is even less than
the COP as calculated by eqn. (37). Also with the understanding that
inequality (28) gives the upper limit of COP regardless of the working fluids
under consideration and since it is for a Carnot cycle, it is always higher
than UL as given by (48). As a result, we can write
LL ( (COP) actual ( (COP) eqn. (37) < ML(

i�(;:: ;;)

(49)

The above inequalities can be used to calculate the upper and lower limits to
the COP of an absorption refrigeration (cooling) cycle.
CONCLUSION:

The inequalities produced in this report provide us with upper and

lower limits to efficiencies and COP's of power generating and cooling cycles.
There are several advantages associated with these inequalities.

One advantage

is that we are able to produce, both, upper and lower limits to the actual ef

ficiency and COP of a cycle which is quite useful for a Rrior· design analysis
of thermodynamic cycles.

The other advantage is with regard to studies on

specification of working fluids for cycles which would result in the optimum
For example, in studies of the choice of working
fluids for _solar-assisted absorption cycles it is shown that :(2) inequality (49)
performance of cycles.

is quite instrumental in comparation analysis of different absorberit-refrig�rant ·

combinations.· Over all, the inequalities presented in this report could be

quite useful in design of thermodynamic power cycles from the point of view of
energy conservation based on the first and second laws of thermodynamics.
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